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Adhemas Batista 

http://www.adhemas.com 

 

Immediate reaction is mind-blowing. This portfolio is very to the point. There is really no 

navigation except for clicking on the images, which show products with the design expressed on 

them.  

 

One of the things that really makes an impression is his use of color. The color schemes vary 

immensely between pieces, but for each design they all work together effectively. They are 

vibrant and grasp ones attention. His line weight on every image is professionally balanced. 

Everything works together very effortlessly.  

 

The identity is very new; it seems like this generation, very pop art like. His wide mix of colors 

and text are really well done. A lot of designs follow a curvilinear shape and are wavy. Very few 

designs are sharp and geometric. If there were a style I had to categorize the designs under it 

would definitely be closest to pop art, and the post modernist movement.  

 

The layout is set up like a gallery however that’s it. The functionality is all about the images; the 

images or designs are the navigations as well as the links. He uses the spacing and sidebars of 

the page to help the designs give a unique feel to the page but everything is right here. He takes 

full advantage of the website to show the work his work which I believe is very strong.  

 

The initial response draws you in, and his work alone keeps you intrigued to the bottom of the 

page, and leaves an impression. To me this is one of the best portfolios I have seen. I really like 

his use of color.  

 

When clicking on a photo or link, there are diagonal red lines that move across the image, I 

dislike this feature, the color fits the overall design, but it is very busy in my opinion. I also 

noticed this is the 3rd consecutive portfolio that uses gray, white, and red as a color scheme 

outside of the designs themselves. I might consider investigating this use of a color scheme.  

 

 When people see my work I want them to be able to connect to the colors I use to emit feelings 
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and emotions and feel the organization and cleanliness of the design.   


